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Abstract
P2P networks are often associated with file exchange
applications among private users. However, their
features make them suitable for other uses. In this paper
we present a P2P architecture for Scientific
Collaboration Networks, which takes advantage of the
properties inherent in these social networks –smallworld, clustering, community structure, assortative
mixing, preferential attachment and small and stable
groups– in order to obtain better performance, efficient
use of resources and system resilience.

1. Introduction
Many P2P applications are created for sharing any
kind of files, and therefore they are not optimized for any
particular community. Therefore, they don't take gain
from the user behavior patterns in specific communities.
In this work we direct our attention to Scientific
Collaboration Networks (SCN), which have natural
topologic properties that make them quite well structured
and dissimilar in several aspects from traditional file
sharing communities using P2P applications.
Along with other authors [1,2], we claim that the
properties found in social networks have a great influence
on the way these networks operate and that these
properties offer valuable information to be exploited by
distributed and P2P applications.
Here we present a P2P architecture for scientific
collaboration which takes advantage of the properties of
the social network formed by scientists working together,
trying at the same time to preserve the advantages and
simplicity of general purpose unstructured and structured
(e.g. DHT based) P2P networks.
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 shows
SCN features and patterns. Section 3 describes how our
architecture takes advantage of these features. In section 4
we compare our proposal with some works focused on
collaboration. Section 5 presents our conclusions.

2. SCN features
In the last fifty years, many studies have been aimed at
finding the properties of social networks and SCN. These
efforts arose not only from the interest inherent in

patterns of human interaction, but also from the structure
of the resulting network, which has important
implications, for example, in the dissemination of
information.
A social network is a group of people, known as the
actors, linked together by some pattern of interaction.
These networks are normally represented by graphs called
sociograms. A sociogram is a set of points (or vertices)
denoting people, joined by lines (or edges) denoting links.
Then, a SCN is a social network with scientists as
actors, where links denote collaboration; e.g. working
together on a paper during a certain period of time [3,4,5].
In contrast with other works, we consider that links are
not only formed by co-authorship, but also by many other
types of relations, since a large part of scientific
communication occurs in private conversations; not just
the actual write-up process, but extends to the whole
research process.
Next we describe some useful properties and patterns
of social collaboration networks, which will be used
throughout this paper.
Assortative Mixing: A social network is said to show
assortative mixing if in that network the people wishing
to associate with others have something in common.
Newman [6] demonstrates that assortative mixing is
present in many networks and shows how their effect on
the structure and behavior of the network can be
measured and examined.
Preferential Attachment: The majority of real networks
describe open systems in which growth exists due to the
constant addition of new nodes. Beginning with a small
nucleus made up of a group of nodes, the number of
nodes increases throughout the life-span of the network
due to the subsequent addition of new nodes. In the
majority of social networks, the addition of new nodes
occurs by preferential connectivity [4,7], in such a way
that the new nodes are connected to other nodes by
preference; to nodes with a greater degree, for example,
or to those that are most popular.
Degree Distribution: many real social networks,
including SCN, the degree distribution follows a power
law [4], which indicates a heterogeneous topology in
which the majority of nodes have a small degree and a
small fraction of highly connected nodes, unlike classical
P2P networks, being random networks, are statistically
homogeneous, with a Poisson degree distribution.
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Community Structure: [6,8,9] Is the property of many
social networks for forming communities through the
union of people in groups. Grouping occurs for many
reasons: shared interest, working for the same company,
geographical proximity, etc. In many social networks it is
possible for people of a similar type to be drawn together
and then to divide up naturally into groups of a particular
type, so that the density of links within the group is
greater than the density of the links among them [6]. In
computer networks where collaboration exists, the
association between people may be given not only by
geographic proximity but also by proximity of subject
matter, for example.
Clustering: the probability of two people meeting if
they share one or more mutual acquaintances. For
example, in SCN scientists tend to introduce their
collaborators to scientists belonging to other groups, thus
fomenting new collaboration and thereby increasing the
clustering coefficient [7].
Affiliation Networks: is [10] a network in which the
actors are joined together by common membership of
groups or clubs of some kind. Some studies show
collaboration groups of academics, actors and business
people as affiliation networks. We could say that SCN are
also affiliation networks because in the majority of cases,
in order to belong to a research group some kind of
invitation or official application is necessary for the
collaboration to take place. In real life, for example, it is
very common to see scientists joining interest groups such
as professional associations like IEEE or ACM. In our
architecture we exploit this property in the design of a
connection mechanism (section 3.1) to support grouping
of scientists by affiliation into interest groups.
The above properties clearly show the important role
of interest groups in SCN. This enables us to assume that
in most cases the relevant information for a group of
scientists making up a group will be found within the
limits of that group; that is, if a scientist is looking for
information it is highly probable that such information
can be located within the group to which the scientist
belongs.
Small World: SCN form “Small Worlds”. Typically,
participants are separated by short paths [4] of known
intermediates. Clearly, news of important findings and
scientific information can circulate more quickly in a
network where scientists are more closely connected.
SCN have useful patterns of behavior in the number
and selection of collaborators, and in network robustness.
The number of collaborators of a scientist is small
compared with other social networks [3]. This is perhaps
due to the fact that scientists often collaborate with the
same group of colleagues rather than writing each paper
with different or new scientists (high clustering
coefficient, long term links), although there may be
additional undiscovered and beneficial links between any

two members of the same community (i.e. weak links
[21]) that a collaborative application could exploit.
Given the probability distribution of links between any
two given scientists, the probability of having a direct link
is much greater if the two scientists in question share
other mutual colleagues, or if they both have common
interests. This property contributes to make SCN highly
“clustered”, and therefore it helps to define clear
boundaries between groups of interest.
Therefore we propose a search mechanism based on
scoped flooding within groups (small worlds, high
clustering coefficient, and discovery of weak links). This
mechanism is scalable enough and imposes a low network
overhead given that search messages will not reach the
whole network: they will only appear within the group
boundary, as explained in section 3.3.
Because of their high degree of robustness [11], SCN
are fault-tolerant; that is, network operation is not
interrupted by failure or disconnection of subsets of
network nodes. Nevertheless, they are extremely
vulnerable to directed attacks, since there is a danger that
highly connected nodes can fail. Object replication among
neighbor nodes on a small-network topology reduces this
vulnerability (section 3.2).
As one may see, many of these features can be used to
either incorporate improvements in existing generic P2P
networks, or create new ad-hoc P2P networks specific for
collaboration groups. Our intention was to design a SCNaware (specific) P2P architecture, with the aim of
facilitating collaboration among scientists who might be
geographically far apart, so they could exchange
information between each other without having to pass
through any dedicated server.
The architecture proposed provides the basis for a
modular collaborative application. It is currently being
implemented in Java with JXTA [20]. The resulting
application will support scientific collaboration activities
such as subscription to scientific communities, paper
production, diffusion of awareness information on related
publications, call for papers, events, news, etc.

3. P2P architecture for SCN
Based on the previous properties and patters, we
describe a P2P architecture for SCN.
We will call SCN a network of computers using our
P2P model in which the scientists collaborate.
A servent is a computer connected to an SCN. The
servents will provide interfaces by means of which
scientists can exchange messages, share information,
carry out searches, compare data, and other collaborative
tasks.
Two servents are neighbors if they have a mutual link
generated by a direct collaboration.
A group is a sub-network of the SCN formed by the
servents associated to scientists who share interest in
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common topics. We claim that new servents joining a
group must follow the same rules of behavior as in real
life; that is, by affiliation or invitation of servents to a
given group. Thus the SCN topology would be similar to
the topological structure of the social network (affiliation
networks, preferential attachment) of scientists working
together in real life.
A member is a servent belonging to a given group. All
the servents should, by default, be members of at least
one group. Disconnected servents will continue to be
members unless they explicitly withdraw.
Every servent holds a list of known groups (GroupId
List) and a list of group members identified by their
ServentId. These lists may be incomplete, and they are
kept consistent using an epidemic consistency algorithm
such as the TSAE weak consistency algorithm [12].
Our architecture has three fundamental mechanisms
for carrying out cooperation functions: 1) connection and
join, 2) replication, and 3) search.

3.1. Connection and join mechanism
In many cooperation networks, users connect and
disconnect from the network several times a day, in some
cases only once a day, depending on the activity of the
group. It is therefore easy to see that a cooperation
network must have mechanisms that manage the
connection and disconnection of nodes from the network.
From the foregoing and for simplicity, we distinguish two
types of connection: joining and connection.
3.1.1. Joining. Is the first connection to a group and it
is a special case, since then the new node must obtain
membership information from the group. In order for the
topology generated by our architecture to maintain the
same properties as those of a real SCN, e.g. Clustering
and small-world, the servents must have means of
connecting to groups that are similar to those used in real
life (affiliation network). We therefore assume that when
a new servent joins a group it should be by invitation or
by application from the new servent to the group. For a
servent to be connected to the SCN for the first time, the
scientist must either establish contact with an existing
group or create a new group. The servent must provide a
suitable interface in order to carry out both operations.
When a servent creates a new group, he generates a
unique GroupId that identifies the group throughout the
SCN. The servent has a ServentId that identifies him,
adding to the ServentId list of the group and sending a
message to a number of servents of the other groups,
using an epidemic dissemination algorithm (TSAE), to
notify them of his existence. They will feed the initiating
servent in turn with information about the existing groups
in the whole network.
If a servent wishes to join to one or more existing
groups, he first receives authorization from any member

of that group and receives the potentially incomplete
group’s ServentId list. Once the scientist has chosen the
group to which he wishes to belong, the servent sends a
message to any member of that group to apply to such
group. If a member accepts the application to join, the
ServentId of the new servent is added to the ServentId list
of each member of the group, using the epidemic
algorithm to spread the new ServentId.
If a scientist no longer wishes to belong to a group, he
sends a message with his ServentId, via the servent, to
other (a few neighbors + epidemic propagation) members
of the group or groups to which he belongs in order to
cancel membership. The other servents must delete the
ServentId from the group’s ServentId list. The member
will then cease to belong to that group.
3.1.2. Connection. This operation is used for any
further connection after joining a group and after having
been disconnected for some time. When a servent is
connecting he sends a message to all his neighbors
(eventually by epidemic propagation, it will be known by
all the members of the group) informing them that a
connection has taken place. Once the neighbors have
received the message, they all update their local ServentId
list. The connecting servent will update his own ServentId
list by sending a request to any neighbor.
In order to know about potential object changes that
may have occurred while he was disconnected, the
connecting servent will launch a search operation (see
Section 3.3) for events that might have taken place during
his absence.
When a servent is instructed to disconnect from the
network, he must immediately inform all (a few
neighbors + epidemic propagation) connected members
that he is about to leave the network, in order to keep the
ServentId list up-to-date. In the case of some connection
failure, if a servent sending a message receives no reply
from another servent, the sender will assume that some
fault has occurred in the connection with the recipient,
and will then proceed to update the list of connected
servents, indicating that a servent is not connected, or
informing other members of the change in the ServentId
list by epidemic propagation. In this way the list will
eventually be up-to-date.
These mechanisms have similarities with JXTA,
however all our servents have the same function (in
JXTA there are simple, rendezvous and router peers). In
addition we include a GroupId and ServentId lists to
provide network and servent status information.

3.2. Replication mechanism
As previously mentioned (Section 2), given that SCN
are affiliation networks, that possess a high degree of
clustering, and have a community structure, we may
assume the existence of groups, and given that these
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groups are made up of scientists with common interests,
and since the information relevant to a group of scientists
can usually be found within their group, we claim that
when searching for an object occurs, it is highly probable
that the object can be found within a group interested in
this object, in few hops (small-world). Object replication
will improve object availability, increase system
resilience even during directed attacks to high degree
servents, and it will improve the performance of search
operations without overloading the network. Replication
could be carried out solely for the members of the group
where the object originates, not necessarily for servents
outside the interest group or even the entire network. This
is because these group members will have the greatest
interest in the object, since it was generated within their
group (assortative mixing).
Actually little investigation [13,16] has been carried
out concerning replication mechanisms on P2P networks.
These mechanisms extend from a simple path replication
like Freenet (replicate along the path from the requester to
the provider); and random replication (same number of
replicas as in path replication, but replicas are placed
randomly among the sites probed) to strategies like
uniform replication (all data objects have the same degree
of replication), proportional replication (more popular
data objects have more replicas) and Square-Root
Allocation [13], which is a strategy somewhere in
between uniform and proportional replication.
However, each replication strategy introduces an
additional cost, not only as to replica storage, but also in
the network traffic overload generated by sending data to
the peers selected to hold a replica. In [14] we did a cost
analysis introduced by replication and we found that this
cost depends on the network diameter. Given that the
diameter of a group of interest is much smaller than of the
entire network, the cost of the replication inside this
group is also lower.
We also have seen that the frequency with which
objects of interest for a particular group are created and
modified is in fact low, and the greater part of
communication consists of the exchange of ideas via email or chat which do not need to be replicated. This has
been confirmed by the analysis of one year event log for
the activity performed by a collaborative social network
of people using BSCW, an application for collaborative
work support. It shows that the number of reading events
is several magnitude orders higher than the number of
writing or modification events [15].
Unlike [13], where in order to render searches more
efficient, but without taking into account the topological
properties of the network, partial replication mechanisms
are proposed, we propose making the most of existing
community structures to minimize the need to search for
objects within a group, since all the objects of interest for
that group will be replicated to a number of group

members. In this way, the cost generated by searching
(Section 3.3) and replication will be minimized.
We now present a way of managing replication in our
SCN: Let g={A,B,C,D,E,F} where A,B…F are servents
belonging to group g, and B,C,D are the neighbours of
servent A. When servent A creates a new object or when
he modifies an object already existing in the SCN, the
given object is replicated only to their neighbours B, C
and D, since they have higher need of that object than any
other servent, given that B, C and D directly collaborate
with A. This proximity replication criteria guarantees that
the immediate collaborators will have a replica of the
object of interest (assortative mixing). Given that the
number of replicas is directly related to the servent
degree, high degree servents will have more replicas,
making the SCN resistant to failures or directed attacks.
Simulation results confirm that the number of replicas
of an object grows quickly with the number of related
search operations, and with the degree (number of
neighbours) of the originating node which is correlated
with popularity.

3.3. Searching mechanism
We have already mentioned that, because of the
proposed replication mechanism and the SCN capacity
for forming small-world communities, the cost of
searching based on flooding (number of search messages
circulating in the network) is drastically reduced.
In this architecture two types of flooding search can be
distinguished – local and external.
3.3.1. Local search. Search undertaken by a servent
within his group, for three reasons: 1) When a new
servent joins a group and needs to know about all the
objects shared by the group. So when a new servent
receives a message on concluding the initial connection
process (Section 3.1), he asks other servents for the
objects shared by the group, 2) When a servent has
reconnected after having been disconnected for a certain
time; the servent seeks to update information (new or
modified objects) generated in his group during his
absence, and 3) When a servent needs a particular object,
he will carry out a local search for that object by sending
a query to his neighbors.
The servents receiving the query message will send
information about the object to the requesting servent if
they have the target object. Otherwise they will flood the
query to the neighbors, restricted to the group where the
query originated.
3.3.2. External search. Search carried out outside the
group to which the servent initiating the search belongs.
This situation may arise when a servent needs an object
that is not available from any of the group members, and
must therefore look for it in other groups throughout the
SCN. The user must explicitly undertake this kind of
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search, restricted to a list of groups of his choice where
the user considers the object may be located.
To make searching more efficient than P2P algorithms
based on flooding, servents have general information
(GroupId) about each existing group within the SCN. The
servent initiating the search locates and sends the query to
at least one servent from each selected group where a
local search will be performed, without further
propagation to external servents (other groups). This
differs from flooding algorithms such as Gnutella with
super-peers, where queries propagate up to a maximum
number of hops (TTL).
Table 1. Relation mechanisms - SCN properties
Mechanism
Properties
Connection Clustering, assortative
mixing, community
structure, affiliation
networks, preferential
attachment
Replication
Clustering, Assortative
Mixing, Community
Structure, Preferential
attachment
Flooding
Clustering, Assortative
Search
Mixing, Community
Structure, Small world

Effect
Interest groups
joining by affiliation

Interest-based
replication into
groups
Topological and
thematically
Proximity. Small
search path length

Both in local and external search, given that servents
have object replicas, the probability of locating a desired
object through any member of the group where the object
originates, will be quite high and search messages will go
directly to those servents who are most likely in
possession of the object.
A summary of relation between the proposed
mechanism and SCN properties is shown in Table 1.
It is also worth pointing out that, while our proposal
for solving this problem is an initial approximation, and
therefore relatively simple, it will be refined by
employing additional techniques based on validation
results. Initial simulation results on a J-Sim based
simulator have been satisfactory in terms of scalability
and availability. Using the Newman’s algorithm [6] we
have simulated networks generated randomly with
properties such as: clustering, community structure and
small-world. For each topology we run 1,000 differently
seeded simulations, consisting of 100 requests (one for
each servent) for a single object created on a random
servent.
In each simulation cycle, we randomly designate a
servent to be the object initiating a search, among those
without a replica: at the end of the simulation, every
servent will have done just one search and will hold one
replica.

Figure 1. Average number of hops
Our simulation results, see Figure 1, reveal that the
greatest long-path length to reach a replica is very small
(average values with small dispersion) for interest clusters
of 100 servents. Roughly after 50% of servents have
executed a query and have got a replica the long-path to
reach a replica is almost 1. Based on other studies [24],
the characteristic diameter in Gnutella is smaller than 12
hops and over 95% of the nodes are at most 7 hops away
from one another. In our case, the diameter is initially
smaller than 3 for each cluster of 100 servents and almost
90% of the servents are at most 2 hops away (we assume
a network of the scale of Gnutella may be composed of
many clusters and the cluster size does not change the
results significantly). Nevertheless, with less than 3 hops
a query can always be resolved and on average in 1.2
hops (4 in Gnutella). In addition, popular objects (high
number of searches) are easier to find (more replicas)
than non-popular objects (low number of searches). Our
search strategy is thus less costly ~O(1) (objects located
in a single jump in most cases) than classical flooding
~O(N) and can be more flexible than DHT, typically
~O(log N).

4. Related work
Iamnitchi et al. [5] put forward ideas about making use
of the small-world property and SCN clustering. Some
mechanisms are proposed to facilitate searching, but
without suggesting any particular protocol. In our work
we propose an architecture using replication and
considering additional SCN properties.
Other [17,18,19] related work concentrates on
identifying clusters of interest to improve the
performance of search process so that queries can be
steered to peers that are more likely to have an answer.
Unlike these works, we do not identify clusters, given
that clusters are formed by users through explicit
affiliation with groups (an SCN feature). Cluster
identification algorithms could assign a user node to a
cluster with only a subset of files of interest. Letting the
user select which groups wants to join guarantees he will
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be a member of communities of his interest, and have the
relevant documents close at hand.
On the other hand, these works leave aside the relevant
fact that computer networks give support to social
networks with distinctive statistical properties. Our
proposal is based on the properties belonging to social
collaboration networks, and in particular SCN.

5. Conclusions
A great deal of research work seeks to develop better
methods of locating data in P2P networks. These efforts
are aimed at improving scalability, greater reliability
under dynamic conditions, more efficient searching, and
improved performance. The main problem with these
systems, however, is that they ignore the fact that
computer networks, such as P2P, are made up of people
who in turn form social networks with statistical
properties which affect the way these networks function.
In this work, we present a proposal for a new
community aware P2P architecture for collaboration
among scientists using the social network topology, and
exploiting inherent characteristics of such networks:
small-world, clustering, community structure, assortative
mixing, preferential attachment and small and stable
groups.
We also show how the combination of replication
mechanisms with SCN properties can increase system
resilience, and assist in appreciably reducing message
overload in the network, compared with overload
generated by searching in traditional P2P protocols, thus
improving performance.
Although this work is focused on scientific
collaboration networks, we believe that many of the ideas
set out in this paper can also be applied to the design of
other community-specific collaborative networks.
At present, we are working on the implementation of
a simulator and a prototype that will enable us to assess
improvements in possible optimizations of the
architecture.
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